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To all whom it may concern.‘

the ends of the bores 9 of the bosses. Simi
Be it known that I, RALPH C. LEWIS, a lar hubs 10 are ?tted to the bottom of the
citizen of the United States, residing at bosses 5 and with the upper hubs 7 form

Providence, in the county of Providence, a continuation or extension thereof. The

5 State of Rhode Island, have invented cer
tain new and useful Improvements in Elec

hubs 7 and 10 are constructed of hard, rub~
her, vulcanite, bakelite or similar dielectric
trical Air Condensers, of which the follow- material and are provided with axial bores
ing is a speci?cation.
for receiving rods 14 which hold the ?xed
My invention relates to electrical air-con condenser plates 15 on the spider or mount
10 densers of the variable type and consists in ing 2. The hubs 7 and 10 are preferably
improvements in the mechanical design and’v counterbored at 16 and with the bores 9 of
construction of the same.
the bosses 5 provide air spaces surrounding
The principal object of the improvement the rods 14 to insulate them from the metal
is to simplify the structure and cheapen the of the spider 2. At the upper ends of the
15 cost of manufacture of the device while hubs 7 are counterbores 17 adapted to re

70

rendering it highly e?icient for the purpose ceive nuts 18 screwed onto the threaded

ed.
ends of the rods 14. The rods 14 project
Further objects of the improvement are down through the lower hubs 10 to adapt
set forth in the following speci?cation them to be inserted through‘ holes in the
desi

20 which describes a referred embodiment of ?xed condenser-plates 15 which are ar 76
the invention as ilustrated by the accom~ ranged in superimposed relation and held

25

panying drawings, in which like reference spaced-apart by a series of Washers or col~
characters designate like parts. In the lars 19.
‘
drawings:
'
As shown in Fig. 3, the ?xed plates 15
Fig. "tie a plan view of my improved are of substantially semicircular shape in 80
air-condenser;
outline and-the three rods 14 pass through
Fig. 2, a vertical sectional elevation of the holes spaced equidistantly around their
same taken on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; and curved edges. Referring to Fig. 2, I have
Fig. 3, a detail plan view showing the here shown twelve ?xed plates ‘but the num

30 arrangement of the condenser plates.
My improved air-condenser is of a well
known type as used with radio apparatus
and comprises in general a series of spaced
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ber is arbitrary and may be varied at will.
The plates 15 are held on the rods 14 by

nuts 20 at their lower ends, which, ‘with the
upper nuts 18 also serve to clamp the hubs
apart plates arranged in ?xed relation, with 7 and 10 in place a ainst the bosses 5. The
a second set of movable plates adapted to upper threaded en s of the rods 14 extend
be swung between the ?xed lates, in alter beyond the nuts 18 and are adapted to pro
nate relation thereto, and wit a variable de~ ject throughv suitable holes in a circular
gree of overlap to regulate the capacitive plate 21 which is constructed of hard rub~
effect. As before stated, my invention re her or other suitable dielectric material and

lates particularly to the mechanical struc
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constitutes the cover or support for the con 95

ture of the apparatus and consists in an im~ densers. In some cases the plate 21 forms

proved mounting for the plates and a sim the top or cover of a circular casing en
pli?ed method of assembling them thereon. closing the complete apparatus and. nuts 22

Referring to the drawings, the mounting are screwed onto the upper ends of the rods
for the condenser-plates consists essentially 14.- against washers 23 to bind the hubs 7
of a metal, spider-like member 2 compris against the under side of the cover.
ing a hub or bearing 3 with arms 4.- radiat
Referring to Fig. 3, the movable plates

ing from. an axis in offset relation to the

25 are of substantially the same contour as p

center of the hub. At the outer ends of the the ?xed plates 15 except‘ that they are cut
arms 4 are rin -like'bosses 5 with ribs 6 away or rounded off at one end and are

extending longitudinally of the arms be

£00

provided with'o?'set tabs 26 by which ‘they

tween ‘the bosses and the hub 3 to reinforce are attached to a rotatable spindle 27, see
the structure, see Figs. 2 and 3. On the top Fig. 2, by means of which they may be
of the bosses 5 are cylindrical hubs. 7 which swung to different ositions in relation to

are shouldered at 8 to adapt them to ?t into the ?xed plates 15. g‘he spindle 27 is mount

ed to turn in hearings in the huh 3 end cer meht oil the swinging plates 25 under the
ries a knurled knob 28 at its upper end for turning action of‘ the spinolle Q7‘
(‘to the top of the plate or cover ‘21 are
operating it. As shown in
2, the beer
ings for the spindle 27, are mounted in s two binding-posts 54; and 55 of usual mu
5 bushing or thimhle 30 adopted to be quickly 1rengementa see Fig. l9 the post 5% being elec
and easily assembled in the hub 3 of the trically connected with the ?XeCl plstes 15
spider 2 and also providing- for convenient by a, Wire 56 leading to one of the l‘OiZlS 14:;
2t Wire 5'?’ leech
adjustment of the spindle in the direction of While the-other post 55

its axis, WheYehy to allow for properly set— ing to the spimlle 27' which carries the mov
ting the movable plates 25 equitlistsntly he ethle plates 25‘ The Wire 57 is ptetemloly

list 1"’ ribbon-like sncl is coiletl shout the
The ‘thimhle 30 is screw-threaded on its spindle 27 in s spiral so that the latte? may

tween the ?xed plates 15.,

exterior and ?ts loosely Within

enlarged he rotzttec. freely Without interference.

My improved condenser may he applied to
bore 31 in the hub
Screwed onto its
use
in the position shown in the tltswings
i5 opposite ends are suitable nuts 33 which
‘bottom with

are tightened against the top

cylintlricsl casing enclosing its parts,

faces of the hub 3 to secure the bushing 30 01” it may he

iiito s vertical plate 01‘ hostel

?xedly therewith. By loosening; one out if clesiir’etlt The olevice is connected in cit‘
and tightening the other the El‘ imhle so
‘”‘ cuit with the radio eppei'stus by means of
in may be soljustecl in eithet: direction oxiisflly the two himlingmosts 54;» shot sncl hy tum’
the spindle Q’? is ‘rotated to
oil the huh- 3,,v whereby to sccm‘stely locste ing; the lmoh
swing
the
movshle
"plates 525 between the
the spindle 27 with its plates
in proper
The dial it) is ?XQCl on the
eclsxtion with the ?ztetl plates
The ?xed Jlstes
spin le 27 in such goosition that Wh 1'‘: its
thinihle 30 is ‘ptovicletl with
5ft" "posses
l1
hose
with

through which

spindle

clearance srouho its sides, site at its top
and selected
36
hot-tom age
to "receivecountet‘hores
l
'
35

zero
on themoth
coverregisters
gfl the plates
with the will he point
set ‘with

them

l

formed "with ‘ -

3

in parallel, s‘pstcecl eels,

3?} tioit "hi the opposite stifsight edges of the
i

x71 The
' ’ ‘rings 3'5’
'"'
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rangement whereby the bearing may be as

perimposed spaced-apart relation, rods ex“
tendin through the plates and supported
applied to the mounting or spider-member solely groin their upper ends in the arms of
sembled as a unit with the spindle and then

2 and readily adjusted to position to set the the spider, means to secure said rods in the
two series of condenser-plates in correct rela arms while insulating them ‘therefrom, a
tion with very little labor and practically no spindle journaled in a plurality of bearings

?tting. Another feature of the improve

10

in the hub of the spider and

ment consists in the method of connecting
the fixed plate supporting rods with the
spider or mounting to provide an extended
air—chamber or pocket surrounding the rods

rojecting

therebelow, and a second series oPsuperim

posed spaced-apart plates mounted on the
spindle to adapt'them to be swung into 75
position between the ?xed plates.

where they pass through the hollow bosses .

4. In a variable air-condenser, the combi

on the arms, whereby to secure a minimum nation of a unitary mounting having a bear

capacitive effect between the metal rods and
the metal mounting. It is also brought to
attention that while the complete device is
particularly staunch and rigid in structure
its weight is reduced to the minimum and

20

in -hub with arms radiating therefrom, in
su ating hubs supported at the ends of the
arms, rods secured in the insulating hubs on
the arms and projecting therehelow without
other support, a series of superimposed
the heavy, expensive composition plates and spaced-apart condenser-plates held in sus
insulators have been eliminated. Further pended relation by the rods below the mount
more, such ‘parts of insulating material as ingd, a spindle journaled in the bearing-hub

80

are necessary are designed for strength, and an projecting downwardly therefrom, and
constructed to minimize the danger of crack a second series of movable condenser-plates

25

ing or splitting, when assembled with the secured in superimposed spaced-apart rela
metal tastenings.
tion on the lower projecting portion of the
The above description and the accom any spindle.
I
ing drawings illustrate my improved evice 5. In a variable air-condenser, the combi
in its preferred form and slight variations in nation of a unitary mounting consisting of a

90

design and structure of the parts of the ape spider-member having a hub and arms ra
paratus may be made without departing diating therefrom. with hollow bosses at
from the spirit or scope of the invention. their ends, insulatin hubs ?tted to the ends

Therefore, without limiting myself to the

of the, bosses on , t e arms, rods inserted

exact embodiment of the invention as herein ‘through bores in the hubs, a series of ?xed

condenser-plates arranged in superimposed

. set forth, I claim:

1. An electrical air-condenser comprising relation on the rods, means for holding said
a singie unitary mounting consisting in a plates in’spaced relation, nuts on the ends
spider-member having an extended bearing of the ‘rods for securing the plates in posi

100

hub and a skeleton structure supported tion and fastening the rods in the hubs, a

therefrom, a series of superimposed spaced spindle journaled in the hearing-hub and
apart condenser-plates suspended from said projecting downwardly therefrom and a
spider, a spindle journaled in the hearing series at superimposed movable plates

105

huh and projecting downwardly therefrom, mounted in spaced-apart relation on the pro—
and a second series of superimposed spaced» jecting portion of the spindle.
apart movable plates mounted on the pro

6. In a variable air~condenser, the combi

jecting portion or" the spindle below the nation of a mounting having a hub, a series
hub to
' them to be swung into posi» st superimposed spaced-apart condenser
tion between the ?xed plates.

2. An electrical air-coed r ser comprising

plates supported from the rneunting, a bear

ing-thimble adjustable axially of the hub,

a single unitary mounting having a hearing a spindle journaled in hearings in the hub
hub with
extending suhstantially radi» to adapt it for axial. adjustment therewith,

ally therefrom, a series of fixed condenser and a series or‘ superimposed plates mounted
plates suspended from the ends of the arms in-spoced-apart relation on the spindle'to
in superimposed spaced~apart relation, a adapt them. to be swung around into over
spindle journaled in a plura ty of hearin s lapping relation with the fixed plates.
in the hub and projectin downward y
7 . In a ‘variable air-condenser, the comhie
a secend series of inovahle nation
therefrom,
a mounting having a bearing-hub,
condenser " ates mounted in superimposed
?xed condensernplates attached to the
spaced-ape. t relation on the projecting por~ mounting
superimposed spaced-apart re
tion of, the spindle to adapt them; to he lation, a thilnhle extending axially of the
swung into ‘.ocsition between the fixed plates. hearinghuh, nuts on the ends of the thimble
3. An electrical air-condenser comprising for adjusting it in the hub, a spindle jour
single ill“
mpunting,‘ sisting in a naled in hearings in the thimhle, and a se~
ra“

sander
7%
I

.1
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ries of superimposed spaced-apart plates

sarriedb‘ty

nspindle te adapt them to be
bet-ween

?xed plates.

-

stilt,

8. ln a variable air-condenser, the combi to said bosses, rods extending through bores
nation of a mounting having a bearing-hub, in said hubs, a series of superimposed con

?xed condenser-plates supported from ‘the
mounting in superimposed spaced-apart re
lation, a thimble adjustable axiallyvof the
‘bearing-hub, conical bearing-rings in the
thimble, a spindle extending axially of the

denser-plates mounted in spaced-apart rela

tion on the rods, a cover-plate fastened to

the upper ends of the rods, bearings adjust
able axially of the bearing-hub, a spindle

journaled in said bearings and adjustable

thirnble, bearing-cones on the spindle seated axially therewith, a series of superimposed

40

against the bearing-rings in the thimble, condenser-plates mounted in spaced-apart

means to exert a resilient pressure to force relation on the lower part of the spindle, a

the cones and rings toward each other, and knob on the upper end of the spindle, and
a series of superimposed spaced-apart con a dial rotatable with the spindle and pro~

denser~plates carried by the spindle.
9. In a variable air-condenser, the combi

vided with graduations on its edge adapted

45

to register with an index mark on the cover

nation of a mounting having a bearing-hub,

plate.'

lation, a thimble in the hub, means for ad

bosses supported therefrom, insulating hubs

'

?xed condenser-plates supported from the 11. In a variable air-condenser, the com
mounting in superimposed spaced-apart re binat'ion of a mounting having hollow

justing the thimble axially of the hub, coni mounted on the bosses and having counter
cal bearing-rings in the thimble, a spindle bores forming extensions of the bores in the
extending axially ot' the thimble, a ?xed bosses to provide extended air-chambers,
bearing~cone on the spindle adapted to seat rods held in smaller bores at the outer ends

against one of the bearing-rings, a second
bearing-cone slidable on the spindle to seat
' against the other ring, a spring for pressing
the slidable cone toward the fixed cone, and
a series of superimposed spaced-apart con

of the hubs, a series of superimposed con
denser-plates mounted on the rods in

spaced-apart relation, a spindle journaled in
hearings in the mounting, and a series of

superimposed spaced-apart plates carried by

the spindle to adapt them to be swung be
tween
the ?xed plates.
10. In a variable air-condenser, the combi
nation of a mounting having a bearing-hub in testimony whereof I af?x my signature.
and arms radiating therefrom with hollow
RALPH' C,
155.
bosses at their ends, insulating hubs ?tted

denser-plates carried by the spindle.
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